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European Shipowners need certainty, says ECSA’s Secretary
General
Keywords: European Shipping Week of 2017, European Community Shipowners’ Associations, Patrick
Verhoeven, International Maritime Organisation (IMO), CO2 emissions
IMO’s recent sulphur cap decision is a positive step as the ship owning
community across Europe needs certainty, claims Dr. Patrick Verhoeven,
Secretary

General

of

the European

Community

Shipowners’

Associations (ECSA), in an exclusive interview with Hellenic Shipping
News

Worldwide

(www.hellenicshippingnews.com),

ahead

of

the European Shipping Week, due to take place in Brussels during the
period from 27th of February and until the 3rd of March. Still though,
“we have to ensure that there is quality fuel available everywhere in the
world and that adequate enforcement measures are in place to ensure a
global level playing field”, said Dr. Verhoeven.
Do you think that the latest IMO decision to place a cap on sulphur use is
a landmark one for the shipping industry and one of the most important of the past few decades?
It is an important decision and it shows the global leadership of IMO when it comes to regulating the
environmental performance of shipping.
Which have been the first reactions from the European Shipowners’ Associations? It is good news that IMO
took this decision as shipowners need certainty. Year 2020 is tomorrow however, so we have to speed up
work on implementation. In particular, we have to ensure that there is quality fuel available everywhere in
the world and that adequate enforcement measures are in place to ensure a global level playing field.
With the occasion of the upcoming European Shipping Week of 2017, which will be the main themes and
how important is this event?
The upcoming edition of European Shipping Week coincides with the Maritime Year of the European
Commission. Our main focus will therefore be on the review of EU shipping policy, covering topical issues
such as decarbonisation, digitalisation and simplification, international trade developments, maritime
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careers and the European business climate for shipping. European Shipping Week is unique in its kind as it is
the only shipping event that focuses on EU policy-making and regulation.
Over the course of the past few months, the European Union has launched a series of investigations
towards various aspects of the shipping taxation regimes in countries like Malta and Greece. Do you think
that these moves are perhaps in direct contrast to the notion that the EU is working towards boosting the
competitiveness of the European shipping industry, quite the opposite?
t is difficult to comment on these cases as long as the investigations are ongoing. We understand that the
main objective of the Commission is to ensure consistency and level playing field. We however do think that
the Commission should be aware of what is going on elsewhere in the world and strive for the
competitiveness of the shipping industry. This is why we have commissioned a study from Deloitte on the
global competitiveness of shipping centres. This study compares the business framework we have in the EU
with that of five international shipping centres, Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Dubai and Hong Kong. The
results of this study will be presented at the Flagship Conference of European Shipping Week.
During the past couple of years and with the occasion of the Brexit, there’s been a lot of talk about the
relocation of Greek and European shipping companies towards other shipping centers, like Luxembourg,
Singapore, Dubai, even Canada (Vancouver), which have launched such “luring” campaigns. Is there
ground for valid concern?
I do believe so. Perhaps we don’t see a massive exodus yet, but there is definitely a gradual erosion process
ongoing already, due to fierce competition from outside Europe. Reason the more we need to make EU
policy-makers aware of this and recommend measures to improve the policy framework we have.
One of the most notable initiatives of the EU in the shipping segment has been the MRV regulation on the
monitoring, reporting and verification of CO2 emissions. How streamlined will this process be, given that
the methods to monitor and measure emissions are various?
The IMO has adopted a global data collection system in October. It is now essential that the European
Commission reviews its MRV Regulation, in order to align it with the global system. Shipping companies all
over the world must have one reporting system.
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Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Link: http://bit.ly/2gxRMiT
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Ship carrying no cargo entitled to loading capacity reduction
of fairway dues
Keywords: International Labour Organisation (ILO), transit cargo, transport, Section 11 of the Fairway Dues
Act, Helsinki Administrative Court, Supreme Administrative Court
According to Section 11 of the Fairway Dues Act, the amount
of fairway dues will be reduced if a ship is not fully loaded
according to the particular loading capacity utilisation rate,
which is calculated by comparing the combined total of cargo
imported

into

and

exported

out

of

Finland.

According to the legislature, reducing fairway dues as a result
of reduced loading capacity is based on established practice
and is therefore necessary to include in the act. However, the
established practice is not explained anywhere and Section
11 has therefore been subject to considerable interpretation.
For example, there was some dispute over whether transit
cargo (ie, cargo on a ship from outside Finland which is not unloaded in Finland) should be ignored or taken
into consideration only once when calculating the loading capacity utilisation rate. This was clarified in 2014
when Section 11 stipulated that transit cargo is added to both imported and exported cargo. Section 11 now
states as follows:
The fairway dues for a cargo ship are reduced by 75% if the ship’s loading capacity utilisation rate is 15%
or less, and by 50% if the loading capacity utilisation rate is more than 15% but not higher than 30%.
The loading capacity utilisation rate is calculated by comparing the figure showing the combined total of
cargo imported to and exported from Finland, as indicated in metric tonnes, with a figure that is 90% of the
ship’s deadweight. When the ship’s utilisation rate is calculated, the ship’s cargo in transit is added to both
the imported and exported cargo (1214/2014).
It has also unclear whether Section 11 applies if there is no cargo on board at all. On October 25 2016
the Supreme Administrative Court rendered the precedent (KHO:2016:159) that a ship with no cargo on
board is entitled to the loading capacity reduction.
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Facts
A company had chartered a barge in Finland to transport a cargo from Poland to Norway. Thus, the barge
had no cargo when it sailed from Finland to Poland and when it sailed back from Norway to Finland. On July
18 2013, when the barge returned to Finland, Customs charged fairway dues without granting any
reduction. On July 29 2013 Customs also denied the company’s claim to a reduction as per Section 11
because the barge had not carried any cargo.
The company appealed to the Helsinki Administrative Court. The court overruled the Customs decision on
October 7 2014 by stating that as the loading capacity reduction is intended to apply when a vessel’s loading
capacity is only partially in use, the loading capacity reduction can be granted also in this case.
Customs was granted leave to appeal to the Supreme Administrative Court. Customs claimed that empty
vessels also use Finnish territorial water but do not meet the special requirements of Section 11 entitling the
vessels to the loading capacity reduction. Customs stated that actually carrying cargo is essential to the
charging basis. The company argued that it would be absurd if only partially loaded ships were entitled to a
reduction, not ships carrying no cargo at all.
Decision
The Supreme Administrative Court decided by a 3-2 vote to agree with the Helsinki Administrative
Court that the reduction would be granted where a ship returns from Finland without carrying any cargo.
The court referred to the wording of Section 11, which states that the fairway dues for a cargo ship are
reduced

by

75%

if

the

ship’s

loading

capacity

utilisation

rate

is

15%

or

less.

Two members of the Supreme Administrative Court would have accepted the Customs appeal, because
applying Section 11 requires that a ship be partially loaded and thus the reduction cannot be granted when
the ship carries no cargo.
Comment
The Supreme Administrative Court decision is sensible. However, speculation remains as to whether the
most correct interpretation would have been that the Fairway Dues Act should not be applied to a cargo
ship carrying no cargo for freight as, according to Section 1 of the act, “fairway dues are payable to the
government for ships engaged in merchant shipping in Finnish territorial waters”.
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Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Link: http://bit.ly/2fVZW0X
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Poseidon Med II and the Greek Authorities for the
development of the regulatory framework of the LNG
bunkering
Keywords: Poseidon Med 2, Connecting Europe Facility, Hellenic Ministry of Shipping Maritime Affairs &
Insular Policy, Revithoussa LNG terminal, DEPA, DESFA, Lloyd’s Register & Rogan Associates, alternative fuels
Poseidon Med II partners exchanged views with
representatives from the Secretariat General of Ports,
Port Policy & Maritime Investments of the Hellenic
Ministry of Shipping Maritime Affairs & Insular Policy,
on the development of the national regulatory
framework for the use of LNG as an alternative fuel for
vessels. The workshop was held at Revithoussa LNG
Terminal on 24th October 2016.
In the beginning of the workshop, public officials and project partners had the opportunity to be guided
around the Revithoussa LNG terminal, which is the main supply source of LNG in Greece.
The event, which brought together representatives from key project partners (DEPA, DESFA, Lloyd’s Register
& Rogan Associates) with public officials, gave the chance to present to public authorities the scope and
objectives of Poseidon Med II project as well as the progress already achieved. Specific emphasis was given
to the work on regulatory issues, as well as on the issuance of necessary permits & licences for the
construction of the relevant port infrastructures.
During the workshop, the participants thoroughly discussed the international environmental and safety
standards and provisions that should be incorporated into the national strategic policy framework for
alternative fuels, so that LNG will be a feasible and available option for the shipping society in Eastern
Mediterranean, meeting the marine fuel sulphur limits by 2020.
This event offered an excellent opportunity for establishing synergies with national authorities, to ensure
adequate and effective regulatory framework for LNG bunkering will be in place.
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What is Poseidon Med II project?
Poseidon Med II project is a practical roadmap which aims to bring about the wide adoption of LNG as a safe,
environmentally efficient and viable alternative fuel for shipping and help the East Mediterranean marine
transportation propel towards a low-carbon future. The project, which is co-funded by the European Union,
involves three countries Greece, Italy and Cyprus, six European ports (Piraeus, Patras, Limassol, Venice,
Heraklion, Igoumenitsa) as well as the Revithoussa LNG terminal. The project brings together top experts
from the marine, energy and financial sectors to design an integrated LNG value chain and establish a wellfunctioning and sustainable LNG market.

Source: On the MoS Way
Link: http://bit.ly/2fLjBRH
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EU prepares £400m funding for maritime and ocean energy
sectors
Keywords: European Union (EU), European Investment Bank (EIB), EIB Vice-President Violeta Bulc, maritime
and ocean energy sectors, sulphur emissions in 2020, EU's Environment Commissioner Karmenu Vella
The European Union (EU) is set to provide around
£412m to support sustainable shipbuilding and ocean
energy projects across the continent.
On Tuesday (10 November), the European Investment
Bank (EIB) agreed a deal with French financial group
Société Générale to provide €150m investment to
encourage sustainable transport and environmental
protection.
The agreement was arranged through a new EU guarantee mechanism under a funding scheme known as
the Juncker Plan, and will support investment for technologies to improve the energy impact in the
European maritime transport sector.
EIB Vice-President Violeta Bulc said: “This is a new Juncker plan financing programme, and is also the first
framework agreement for making the maritime sector greener in Europe. Coming as COP22 is held in
Marrakesh, it is a strong signal from the EIB in support of green and lasting growth. With the EU guarantee,
the EIB is offering an attractive and tailored financing framework to support sustainable projects mounted
by French shipowners. It is a first for Europe.”
Arriving two weeks after the shipping industry agreed a new global deal to introduce a cap on sulphur
emissions in 2020, the agreement will come as welcome news to delegates at the COPP2 conference in
Marrakech.
‘Bridging the gap’
Marrakech plays host to Oceans Action Day on Saturday, a timely event following the announcement earlier
this week of a proposed EU investment fund to secure future wave and tidal energy.
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A roadmap produced by the ocean energy sector for the EU has identified the investment required for wave
and tidal energy to provide 10% of the EU’s power demand by 2050 - the equivalent to reducing 276 million
tonnes of CO2 every year.
The roadmap outlines several phases for success which would be underpinned by a €250m investment fund
and a €70m insurance fund supplied by the EU and its member states. The overarching aim is to help
businesses past the “valley of death” of finance by proving that current ocean energy technologies have a
commercial future.
Speaking at the roadmap launch at the Ocean Energy Conference, the EU's Environment Commissioner
Karmenu Vella said: "It is a comprehensive, inclusive and ambitious plan for building up ocean energy in
Europe - from the initial R&D all the way to the industrial roll-out."
The roadmap was welcomed by Ocean Energy Europe chief executive Rémi Gruet, who said: “Bridging the
gap between risk-averse commercial lenders and public authorities with limited budgets requires re-thinking
project finance.
“The roadmap proposes just that, solutions fit for the purpose of reducing risk and unlocking capital:
milestone-bound grant awards, guarantees and insurance. These, will allow projects to hit the water, speed
up learnings and get the ocean energy sector to commercial readiness.”
Carnegie haul
In related news, leading wave energy developer Carnegie Wave Energy has this week been granted £9.6m
from the EU to support the first phase of its planned 15MW commercial wave hub project in Cornwall.
The project, located at the world’s largest site for the testing and development of offshore renewable energy
technology, will commence immediately, with commissioning set for 2018.
Environment Minister George Eustice said: "I am delighted that Carnegie secured the £9.55m of ERDF
funding and chosen to deliver its CETO wave energy project at Wave Hub. Cornwall offers a cluster of
academic and industrial expertise, world class test facilities, infrastructure and resources which ensures it is
well positioned to play a significant role in securing the UK’s continued reputation as a market leader in
offshore renewables."
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Source: Edie.net
Link: http://bit.ly/2ga0wuX
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Making transport deliver for the Baltic Rim
Keywords: Motorways of the Sea, European and the Baltic economy, DG MOVE, European Commission,
ports of Tallinn and Stockholm, TEN-T, Connecting Europe Facility, Rail Baltic, The Fehrman Belt Link, BalticAdriatic, North Sea-Baltic and Scandinavian-Mediterranean
Transport is a key driver of the European and the Baltic economy. In Europe, 1
out of 20 jobs is in the transport sector, providing direct employment for more
than 11 million Europeans. We depend on the sector every day, be it for work
or play, to ensure our shops are re-stocked, or that a patient can be brought to
the hospital on time. When it works well, transport as a subject is largely in the
background. However, when there is a failing in the system, such as traffic
congestion, or a delayed flight, or an accident, questions are immediately asked
about the functioning of the transport system.
The European Commission and more specifically DG MOVE is tasked with finding answers to that question –
How could the transport system work better, especially on cross-border journeys? Transport is the backbone
of our economy, so it is worth investing time, energy and money into the network, in order to make
transport work better for all of us.
Close cooperation and collaboration on cross-border projects yields huge returns, allowing the free-flow of
goods and people between countries. Going it alone can mean the return on infrastructure investment is
severely diminished. For instance, there is little value in upgrading ferry port facilities in Helsinki to take
bigger vessels if the port at Tallinn or Stockholm cannot handle the larger ship.
Similarly there is little value in Latvia building a four-lane highway, only to meet a country lane in Estonia or
Lithuania.
To address these issues, and to get the maximum return for each euro spent, the EU has developed the
Trans-European Network. It aims to eliminate bottlenecks at borders across Europe, facilitating the freeflow of passengers, goods and services. Its main funding instrument is the Connecting Europe Facility or CEF,
worth about €24.05 billion between 2014 and 2020.
We have also learned that once the borders are lifted and cross-border transport can operate freely, the
benefits are quick and imminent for businesses and for people. Where cross-border obstacles still remain,
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the progress and benefits are limited. It is essential to make sure that cross-border transport is smooth and
efficient, if we want to reap all benefits that transport can offer. Rail Baltic and the Fehrman Belt link are
two major projects worth highlighting in more detail.
Rail Baltic
Rail Baltic is an excellent example in cross-border cooperation. This joint project between the Baltic States,
Poland and Finland is being largely funded by the CEF. It is the largest infrastructure project ever undertaken
in the history of the Baltic States, and under the CEF it has received around €750 million, of EU co-funding
available under the respective national allocations of the Baltic States. The current Baltic railway network
and train carriages cannot be used to connect to the railway network of Poland and Germany. However Rail
Baltic will see European width railway connect Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania but equally Finland and Poland
to each other as well as to the other countries of the European Union.
The Fehrman Belt Link
Another major project which will have a positive impact in the Baltic Rim, is the construction of the The
Fehrman Belt. This link will connect Denmark with Germany and will remove a cross-border bottleneck by
the construction of the new immersed rail/road tunnel under the 19 km wide Fehmarn strait between
Denmark and Germany, reducing travel time between Copenhagen and Hamburg for passengers by one hour
and for rail freight transport by approximately two hours. The total construction cost of the Fehmarn Belt
fixed link is expected to be approximately €5.4 billion. The EU provided €204 million for studies and works as
part of the TEN-T programme, in the 2007-2013 funding period. In 2014, the CEF allocated a further €589
million.
Ports
are a key part of our transport infrastructure. The EU is supporting Baltic ports in three corridors: BalticAdriatic, North Sea-Baltic and Scandinavian-Mediterranean, as well as under the Motorways of the Sea
programme. Thanks to the CEF, we will have committed just over €1 billion in grants to ports and their
connections by the end of 2016. €501 million of this will directly or indirectly benefit Baltic ports.
Although it is relatively easy to travel across Europe by road there are outstanding issues to be tackled. In
this regard, the Commission hopes to present a set of road initiatives in 2017. Its main aims will be to clarify
and simplify the rules to reduce administrative burden for haulage services travelling across the continent, to
14
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ensure good enforceability of EU law in all states, to provide a level-playing field for operators. Cabotage
rules, conditions for stable establishment, opening of passenger market, access to bus and coach terminals
and road charging are other specific issues to be addressed. The road initiatives will ensure the Baltic region
is better connected to a strengthened EU road system.
Given its nature, aviation is perhaps the sector most dependent on cross-border cooperation. The Aviation
Strategy for Europe, launched less than 12 months ago is already delivering for Europe.
Through it, the Commission will ensure that European Single Aviation Area continues to develop in order to
be able to compete with fast-growing aviation markets such as the Middle East or Asia. Connectivity for the
Baltic region with the rest of Europe and the world is essential. With air passenger numbers continuing to
grow, issues around capacity and congestion will also need to be overcome. Enhanced connectivity would
serve the economy, businesses and people better.
Research and Innovation programmes are critical to make the transport network sustainable and safer. R&I
will also help Europe to remain competitive in the face of tough global competition. Developing new and
innovative solutions is an opportunity to be seized. In Air Traffic Management, innovative solutions through
SESAR are helping to cut congestion, optimise the use of existing (and expensive) infrastructure, as well as
cutting emissions. On the rail network, the ERTMS signalling system is making our rail network safer, but it is
also fast becoming a gold standard across the world. There are other developments too, such as introducing
fully interoperable e-tolling systems on our roads and developing standards for connected vehicles and
connected infrastructure. All of this is in addition to the Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation programme ever with nearly €80 billion of funding available over 7 years (2014 to
2020)
Despite the clear benefits, cooperation and collaboration is not always easy. Different administrations have
different ideas, budgets and political priorities, but things are improving. The bigger picture is important, and
although alone we might move faster, together we go much further. That is a message that every policy
maker should keep in their minds.

Source: The Baltic Course
Link: http://bit.ly/2gxvwFU
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Malta Presidency to encourage debate on role of EU – Ian
Borg
Keywords: Malta, EU's College of Commissioners, Parliamentary Secretary, EU Presidency Ian Borg,
Presidency of the European Council of Europe
Parliamentary Secretary outlines Malta’s presidency
agenda ahead of meeting between members of the
Cabinet and the EU's College of Commissioners
Parliamentary Secretary for the EU Presidency Ian
Borg, this morning outlined Malta’s priorities for the
forthcoming Presidency of the European Council of
Europe.
Borg was speaking at a breakfast briefing hosted by the European Policy Centre in Brussels where he said
that social inclusion, migration and the single market will be high on Malta’s agenda, together with the
maritime sector.
He said that Malta’s ultimate aim is to bring the European Union closer to the people, adding that debate
on the role of the EU will be encouraged
“Malta, during its Presidency, is aiming at encouraging more vigorous debates amongst European leaders on
issues that are challenging the very existence of the European Union,” said Borg
He also said that Malta aims to foster a progressive approach on social inclusion, addressing issues such as
gender equality in the labour market.
On migration and security, Borg emphasised the need for a Europe-wide effort in helping refugees and those
looking for a better life, adding that Europe must also strengthen its borders in order to stabilise the
European neighbourhood.
Borg spoke of the need to strengthen the single market by placing a sharper focus on EU legislation that
addresses the challenges faced by SMEs and consumers.
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The maritime sector will also feature on the Malta Presidency’s agenda. Borg said that the sector was of
great importance given the fact that Europe is becoming increasingly more dependent on the sea.

Source: Malta Today
Link: http://bit.ly/2gxtZzQ
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“With German logistics Italy would be the first industrial
power in Europe, we work to reduce the gap,” Infrastructure
Minister Delrio says
Keywords: Italian Transport Minister Graziano Delrio, IKEA, Piacenza, La Spezia, FS, cargo, Motorways of the
Sea, railways
“If Italy had German logistics, it would be the leading industrial
power in Europe because the Germans transformed logistics from a
cost to a lever for industrial successs,” said Italian Infrastructure said
and Transport Minister Graziano Delrio in an interview with Il Sole
24 Ore-ItalyEurope24. “We are working on reducing this gap: I have
said for some time that infrastructure projects have to be above all
at the service of industrial and tourist hubs and they should be
planned and selected based on this criteria.”
“In the meantime we have started to incentivize logistical services
that can add efficiency to the system: the “ferrobonus” (a public incentive for merchandise transport by rail)
and the “marebonus” (a public incentive for goods transport via sea), which have been released finally by
Brussels to help boost the use of the railways and of the Motorways of the Sea instead of the roads by lorry
drivers and lorry companies; €1 billion of investments of Italian rail company FS to merge eight cargo firms
into one; the strengthening of the hinterland of ports; the creation of fast corridors like the one we opened
for Ikea from Piacenza to the port of La Spezia. From 2018, merchandise will be able to use the high-speed
railway network, a decisive step to meet the target to move 50% of goods traffic onto the railways in five
years.”
Delrio is juggling the acceleration of the logistics platform and investments in inner city mobility financed by
a fund for development and cohesion, as well as the Budget Law (€1.5 billion subway plan, €4 billion for the
upgrading of more than 70% of the bus parks, €4.5 billion for the FS tender to renew 65% of regional trains).
Nevertheless, he is still keeping an eye on current politics, starting with the difficult relationship with the
European Union.
18
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SANTILLI: Minister Delrio, what is your assessment of the EU Commission’s opinions on Italian public
finances?
DELRIO: I don’t see new signals in the opinions of the Commission, they reflect an exchange that has been
going on for some months. These steps are only dramatized in Italy. I welcome Commission President JeanClaude Juncker’s change of direction on a more expansive budget policy. But to accelerate these policies and
give more strength to the recovery, we have to review 30-year-old parameters that keep European budget
policy in old cages.
SANTILLI: The impression remains that the European Union is making one step forward and one step back,
and Italy remains under examination.
DELRIO: We supported the nomination of Juncker with just one mandate, a change in the economic policy
that would relaunch European investments. Some things have been done with the Juncker plan but it is not
enough. All the observations that are made on our budget come from an incorrect calculation of the output
gap. We are not the only ones who think that the parameters are wrong but instead there are still parts of
the Eurogroup who like to play at belt-tightening even more than the International Monetary Fund.
SANTILLI: The other recent news is the pick-up in Italy’s gross domestic product (GDP) in the third quarter of
the year. Did investments play a role?
DELRIO: Significant increases were registered in investments in machines and vehicles and are fruit of the
government’s incentive policies. I said that an acceleration was taking place because I saw strong signs of
growth in connections linked to tourist flows. Now we have to continue to attract private investments, also
foreign investments. Take air travel: in the budget law we abolish the airport tax. EasyJet, after Ryanair, will
make an announcement at the end of the month on new investments in Italy. In December we will open a
new terminal at Fiumicino Airport in Rome.
SANTILLI: Are these separate episodes or can we define a policy?
DELRIO: We are at the disposal of whoever offers good services within a policy of competition and
liberalization which is organized and not anarchic. Competition helps to generate good infrastructure
services, especially if very clear aims and public policy approaches reach private operators. This is what we
did with the high-speed rail, where €20 billion in investments are underway. We could have left it to the
national monopolist, like France and Germany did. Instead Italy incentivized the entry of more operators and
19
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we entrusted the toll system to the Transport Regulation Authority. The opening to merchandise on the high
speed rail network from 2018 is the development of this track and will be a jump forward.
SANTILLI: Is the merger of national rail company FS and highways company ANAS still a priority?
DELRIO: This remains an absolute priority for the government for 2017, as does the listing of FS.

Source: Il sole 24 ore
Link: http://bit.ly/2gymqFd
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Euroconsult's Latest Report Great News For Maritime
Satellite Communications
Keywords: Euroconsult, the global maritime satellite communications market
While the slowdown in the oil industry has negatively affected the
maritime sector in 2016 because of some decommissioning, there
is still a demand for maritime sat communications, and it is
growing due to increasing operational communications needs.
According to Euroconsult's newly-published report, Prospects for
Maritime Satellite Communications, in 2015 the global maritime
satellite communications market reached close to 338,000
terminals, $953 million in revenue at the satellite operator level and
$1.7 billion in revenue at the service provider level. The value of the
maritime satcom market will continue to grow over the next
decade, with a CAGR of 5 percent in terminals and revenue over the
10-year period. Ever-increasing data communications needs and the massive launch of new generation High
Throughput Satellite (HTS) systems are expected to drive growth.
The collapse in oil prices and the global oversupply in the merchant sector, which particularly affected
bulkers, have continued to negatively impact the maritime sector overall in 2016, resulting in a number of
vessels decommissioning. However, demand for maritime satellite communications continued to grow,
driven by increasing operational communications needs, as opposed to crew communications a few years
ago. Even though crew communications still represent the vast majority of a ship's consumption, vessels'
operators are increasingly interested in big data-driven applications that improve operational efficiency. As a
result, the number of VSAT terminals grew by 9 percent in 2015 to reach more than 16,000 commercial
active terminals at year-end. A total of 8.5 Gbps of C-, Ku- and Ka-band capacity was used for maritime VSAT
business, compared to less than 2 Gbps in 2010.
"2016 was an important milestone for maritime satellite communications. It marked the entry into service of
HTS satellites with a major maritime focus, with the entry into commercial operation of Inmarsat Global
Xpress and Telenor's Thor 7 satellite, in addition to the launch of the first two Epic satellites," said Capucine
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Fargier, Consultant at Euroconsult and editor of the report. "A number of additional HTS satellites will be
launched in the coming years, with maritime satellite supply expected to reach ~680 Gbps by 2020. This will
result in a significant decrease in capacity prices which, along with innovations at the antenna level with the
entry into service of flat-panel antennas in 2017, will drive demand for more bandwidth-hungry applications
such as big data analytics and video streaming applications."
Regarding MSS services, competition and migration to VSATs will continue on large vessels. However, the
development of smaller and cheaper MSS broadband terminals covering basic communications needs of
small vessels will open up a new market for MSS broadband. This low-ARPU yet high-volume vertical market
is expected to be the main growth driver for MSS services. Consolidation in the sector is expected to
continue and will benefit service providers with higher purchasing power and economies of scale. We will
see consolidation among both maritime players (as demonstrated by the recent acquisition of CapRock by
SpeedCast) and other mobility vertical (such as GEE's acquisition of EMC).

Source: Satnews
Link: http://bit.ly/2gnhe7S
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Working group: alternative fuel distribution network to be
built mainly on market terms
Keywords: Ministry of Transport and Communications, the EU Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive,
Finland, alternative transport fuel market, Promotion of the Use of Biofuels for Transport, Ministry of
Finance, the Finnish Petroleum and Biofuels Association and St1 Oy
A working group appointed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications submitted its proposed plan
for implementing the EU Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive in Finland. The proposal addresses the
development of an alternative transport fuel market and deployment of a related infrastructure. The
working group also proposes targets for alternative transport fuels and their distribution infrastructure for
2020 and 2030 as well as measures necessary to ensure that these targets are reached.
- I would like to thank the working group for its meticulous work and comprehensive proposal. This was a
crucial task, as alternative fuels have a key role in reducing transport emissions. The Ministry of Transport
and Communications will formulate Finland's national policy framework for the implementation of the
Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive in late 2016, says Anne Berner, Minister of Transport and
Communications.
The working group proposes that the distribution station network of different fuels and the recharging
points accessible to the public required for electric vehicles be mainly built on market terms in Finland.
However, the building projects could draw on different EU and national support forms. The network would
mostly be built by various energy companies and other commercial actors, including shopping centres or
parking operators.
As Finland's national target for road transport in 2050 is proposed near-zero emissions. By that year, all cars,
vans and heavy-duty vehicles would be powered by electricity, hydrogen and gas as well as different
biofuels, also in high concentrations of up to 100%. To make the achievement of this target possible, all
vehicles sold in Finland should already be compatible with these power sources in 2030, as the Finnish
vehicle fleet is replaced slowly at a rate of about once every 20 years only.
The working group considers that while the distribution network will be built on market terms in principle,
many new steering measures will also be needed to achieve the targets. These could include amending the
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Act on the Promotion of the Use of Biofuels for Transport, using and developing the existing methods of
economic steering, utilising public procurement, developing guidance by information, and launching various
development projects and experiments.
On 15 October 2015, the Ministry of Transport and Communications appointed a working group to prepare
for the national implementation of Directive 2014/94/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on
the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure, or the so-called Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive.
The directive entered into force in October 2014.
The working group consisted of a broad selection of transport, energy and business sector representatives.
Three dissenting and five supplementary opinions were attached to the working group’s final report.
Dissenting opinions were submitted by the Ministry of Finance, the Finnish Petroleum and Biofuels
Association and St1 Oy. Supplementary opinions were submitted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment, the Confederation of Finnish Industries EK and the Finnish Port Association. In addition, joint
supplementary opinions were submitted by the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture,
and also by Technology Industries of Finland and Finnish Energy.

Source: Ministry of Transport and Communication
Link: http://bit.ly/2gBmJAo
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Why doesn't the EU have a road transport agency?
Keywords: EU council, European Parliament, European Maritime Safety Agency, the European Aviation
Safety Agency, European Railway Agency, European Union Agency for Railways, International Road Transport
Union (IRU), European Road Transport Agency
The EU council, where member states meet, is divided
over how the next emissions scandal should be
prevented, with many member states opposing a
proposal to increase EU oversight in the system of car
approvals.
Meanwhile, the European Parliament is considering
centralisation, signalling a tough battle between the
two institutions ahead.
According to a paper by the Slovak presidency of the council, there are “two blocks of countries” that appear
divided on how to reform the type-approval system for motor vehicles, which is currently still mostly a
national affair.
Ahead of a meeting of competitiveness ministers on Monday (28 November), the presidency wrote that a
“significant number of delegations continue to express serious doubts on the added-value” of the European
Commission's proposal to centralise the power to double-check the approvals of cars in Brussels.
But an EUobserver investigation into the Volkswagen emissions fraud, as well as several witnesses testifying
before a European Parliament committee of inquiry into the Dieselgate scandal, shows the status quo is not
working.
No authority feels responsible, conflicts of interests loom, and because a car approval acquired in one
member state is valid in the entire bloc there is systemic encouragement for national authorities to be lax.
That's why several MEPs are suggesting there needs to be a dedicated European agency for road transport.
Air, sea, rail – but why not road?
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The EU has close to 40 different agencies, and three of them, established in 2002 and 2004, deal specifically
with the transport sector: the European Maritime Safety Agency, the European Aviation Safety Agency,
and the European Railway Agency, renamed this year as European Union Agency for Railways.
It's a question then, why road transport did not also get its own EU agency in that period.
A spokesman for the International Road Transport Union (IRU) was puzzled by that question. But after
asking around, he arrived at two explanations.
One: The internal market of the road transport sector was seen as already well-developed, contrary to the
other transport sectors.
Two: There was a political goal to shift transport from road to rail, and if both had gotten an agency “it
would have been seen as pro-road”, the spokesman said.
Still, it would have been only consistent to set up a road transport agency, considering the arguments used
at the time to justify the agencies on transport by sea, air, and rail.
“A large number of legislative measures have been adopted in the [European] Community in order to
enhance safety and prevent pollution in maritime transport," said the preamble of the legal text that set up
the European Maritime Safety Agency in 2002.
"In order to be effective, such legislation must be applied in a proper and uniform manner throughout the
Community,” the text said, adding that this was a reason to set up a “specialised expert body”.
Road transport legislation fulfils exactly the same criteria, but Europe's agencies are set up on a case-by-case
basis. An attempt to lay down objective criteria for setting up agencies failed in 2006.
By then the attitude of member states towards the EU had begun to shift, after the expression of
euroscepticism through French and Dutch No votes in EU referendums in 2005.
No-go area
The past decade has seen national governments questioning European centralisation more often, to the
result that the EU commission has also become more reluctant to propose it.
Guenther Verheugen, EU industry commissioner from 2004 to 2010, said he never proposed centralising
the approval system at EU level because he thought it had no chance of being accepted by member states.
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But it was discussed, he told members of the Dieselgate inquiry committee in the European Parliament, last
August.
“And the conclusion was that this was an absolute no-go area. The idea was universally rejected,” he said.
The suggestion to set up on EU road transport agency did pop up more recently, but in a different context.
French and Romanian support
In 2014, during a ministerial discussion about social dumping, French transport minister Frederic Cuvillier
suggested the EU set up just such an agency.
During the subsequent press conference, then transport commissioner Siim Kallas said he was open to the
idea, but time shows he did not rally behind it wholeheartedly.
According to an EU source, transport ministers have not properly discussed the idea for several years, with
only Romania suggesting creating such an agency a year ago. On Thursday (24 November), French
environment minister Segolene Royal said she supported the idea.
The commission has been asked several times in non-binding declarations “to consider creating a European
Road Transport Agency” by the European Parliament, most recently in August 2016. But so far the
commission has not considered it officially.
Lots of advantages, but costly
The European Commission has briefly looked at whether or not it should propose to set up an agency to deal
specifically with car approvals.
While the EU Type-Approval and Market Surveillance Agency, as it would be called, “was previously not
considered a proportionate response”, the impact assessment accompanying the commission's reform
proposal identified some notable advantages.
“The centralised type-approval system would drastically reduce the risks that are associated with the
decentralised system in its current form,” the commission said.
“It would eliminate the possibility for type-approval shopping and ensure the harmonised application and
enforcement of type-approval requirements across the EU.”
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An agency could also “guarantee a level playing field for all manufacturers of automotive products and
reduce ... safety and environmental risks”.
“The creation of a centralised agency would also facilitate a timely and effective response to a situation of
non-compliance and would eliminate the need for a complex system of information exchange and
coordination by reducing the number of relevant entities.”
But despite these pros, the European Commission also sees cons:
The commission estimated that an EU agency would cost between €40-50 million per year and that it would
be difficult to free up that money in the existing budget.
It also said putting an agency in place would “go beyond what is strictly necessary to tackle the problem and
could be seen as disproportionate”.
“While the VW case exposed weaknesses of the decentralised system in its current form, there is no
evidence that a decentralised system as such cannot deliver the desired improvement,” it said.
The commission also said that abolishing the current decentralised system could lead to “considerable job
losses in the technical services and their laboratories” in the member states.
According to the impact assessment, the disadvantages “clearly seem to outweigh the advantages”, and the
option was discarded.
Committee votes
It is not yet clear whether a majority of the parliament supports an EU road transport agency. The first
indication will be votes in the parliament's environment and transport committees on 29 November and 5
December respectively.
The lead committee will vote on the proposal on 26 January 2017.
If the parliament ends up supporting an EU transport agency, its lead negotiator should prepare for a fierce
battle with council.
With the apparent difficulty the Slovak presidency is facing to reach a compromise between member states
on the much less revolutionary commission proposal, it is difficult to conceive how the national governments
will be convinced to give up even more power.
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Source: EUobserver
Link: http://bit.ly/2frUDKp
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